Abstract. This paper presents new data regarding the formation rate of iron-boron (Fe i -B) pairs in p-type crystalline silicon. Improvements in the temperature control of the sample, a reduction in measurement error of the effective lifetime of the sample after all Fe i -B pairs have reformed, and improved statistical analysis have led to a revision of the value of the pre-factor in the equation relating the association time constant of iron-acceptor pairs to the acceptor concentration. The new equation predicts a 14% slower repairing time than a previous commonly used equation, and reduces the uncertainty in determining the acceptor concentration from the re-pairing time from ±24% to ±7%.
Introduction
Most studies of compensated silicon require knowledge of the acceptor dopant concentration (N A ). One of the simplest techniques to determine N A in p-type silicon, is via the reformation of dissociated ironboron pairs (Fe i -B). [1] This technique is proving to be a useful tool in studies of compensated silicon. [2, 3, 4] However, recent measurements of Fe i -B association time constants ( assoc ) utilizing a temperature controlled WCT-100 Sinton Consulting instrument [5] , have indicated that the pre-factor in the equation published by Macdonald el al. [6] (5x10 5 cm -3 K -1 ) requires some adjustment. In addition, the original measurements were accurate to ±3K. If we only consider the error in temperature, the ±3K translates to an uncertainty of ±24% for N A based on this equation. In this paper, we present Fe i -B repairing data acquired in a more rigorous manner, comprising much better temperature control and a more thorough statistical analysis of the results. This leads to a significantly lower uncertainty when using the iron-acceptor pairing technique for determining acceptor concentrations in p-type silicon.
Experimental details
P-type silicon samples of various resistivities were etched in a 10:1 HNO 3 /HF solution to a thickness of ~200m and chemically cleaned. Fe 56 was implanted into one surface of the samples with an energy of 70 keV, and a dose of 5×10 10 cm -2 . The Fe was then evenly distributed throughout the wafer thickness, by a 900ºC 1 hour anneal in a nitrogen atmosphere. The samples were lightly etched again before RCA cleaning and passivation of both surfaces with plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposited amorphous silicon nitride. After optically dissociating the Fe i -B pairs, the changing effective lifetime of the samples was characterized at 35C±0.2C using the temperature controlled WCT-100 described by Paudyal et al. [7] . The effective lifetime of the samples was sampled at an excess carrier density (Δn) of 1x10 15 cm -3 . Only the minimum flash intensity required to reach Δn=1x10 15 cm -3 was used during data acquisition, to minimize separation of Fe i -B pairs. Six to seven data points were fitted to extract  assoc . These points corresponded to 0-85% of the interstitial Fe population having repaired with a B atom. The exclusion of effective lifetime data points corresponding to 85-100% reformation of the Fe i -B population helped minimize the impact of experimental noise on the extracted  assoc . In order to calculate the N A of the samples, the conductance of the samples was measured using a carefully calibrated inductive coil (see section 3.3). N A was calculated from the conductance of the sample (σ), the sample thickness (W), the hole mobility (μ p ), and the electron charge (q) using the equation shown below.
The hole mobility was derived from the Klaassen [8, 9] mobility model. Other mobility models were considered [10, 11] however the difference between the models in the doping range of interest was only ~2%.
Experimental uncertainties
Four parameters directly influence the accuracy of the experiment. In order of importance, they are: 1.
Sample temperature stability during Fe i -B pair reformation.
2.
The accuracy of the final repaired effective lifetime ( final ).
3.
Calibration of the inductive coil used to determine σ and hence N A of the samples.
4.
Ensuring complete randomization of dissociated Fe through the silicon lattice. The mitigation of the uncertainties associated with each of these parameters will be discussed below.
Minimizing temperature errors
Though the temperature of the sample stage in the modified WCT-100 is actively controlled by PID switching [7] , it was prudent to check the temperature uniformity across the inductive coil, as well as the long term stability of the stage temperature. To do this, four 0.003in diameter k-type thermocouples were attached to a silicon wafer using conductive silver paste. This structure was placed over the inductive coil once the temperature controlled stage had reached 35.0C. The thermocouples were connected to a Pico USB TC-08 data logger sampling at 1Hz.
[12] The sample temperature within the area measured by the inductive coil was very uniform and well within 35C±0.2C. Figure 1 demonstrates the temperature stability of the stage over extended periods. From this figure we can see that the sample temperature is well within the target of 35C±0.2C. 
Minimizing  final errors
The effective lifetime corresponding to full repairing of the Fe i -B population ( final ) has a strong impact on the accuracy of the  assoc derived from the fit of the data. To minimize experimental noise, at least ten measurements of  final were taken (as shown in the tail of the curves displayed in figure 2 ) and averaged. Each measurement was spaced at intervals long enough to ensure full repairing of any Fe i -B pairs broken by the flash used to acquire effective lifetime data. The standard deviation of the  final data was between 0.5-2%. 
Minimizing coil calibration errors
Although the  assoc measurements were conducted with the temperature controlled WCT-100 [7] , a standard WCT-120 [13] instrument was used to determine the conductance and hence N A of the samples. This inconsistency was justified by the fact that the modified WCT-100 inductive coil is less sensitive than the standard WCT-120 inductive coil, due to its smaller coil diameter and the metallic heating stage which surrounds the coil. Low sensitivity in the 1-10mS range would have a strong impact on several of the samples used in this experiment. Though the stage temperature of the WCT-120 is not as well controlled as the modified WCT-100, the ~0.5C temperature variation detected during the calibration of the coil and subsequent measurement of the samples has almost no impact on the samples conductance and hence their corresponding N A . Six phosphorus diffused wafers and nine non diffused wafers were used to calibrate the inductive coil. The resistivity of the non diffused samples were four point probe mapped by Solecon.[14] The diffused samples were four point probed in-house. The impact of the different stage temperatures of the four point probes and the WCT-120 on the conductivity of the wafers was accounted for. Figure 3 displays the error weighted fit for the conductance range 1-100mS. To determine the x-axis error bars, the samples were repeatedly placed on the coil, their voltage recorded and then removed from the coil. The standard deviation of this voltage data is plotted as the x-axis error bars. These error bars are difficult to see as the error was very small. The y-axis error bars reflect the standard deviation of the four point probe data. -100mS and (b) 1-15mS. 
The complete randomization of Fe i
To accurately determine  assoc , the interstitial Fe population must be randomly distributed through the Si lattice prior to repairing. The impact of incomplete randomization on the resulting repairing curve is shown in figure 2 . Two methods were employed to dissociate the Fe i -B pairs. The first method dissociates the Fe i -B pairs by flashing the sample 10 times with a high intensity flash (~500 Suns, 10ms pulses), while the sample is inside the modified WCT-100, at temperature and ready for data acquisition. The main advantage of method 1, is that one can quickly start acquiring data as the sample is already inside the modified WCT-100, and the temperature of the sample quickly returns to equilibrium (as shown in figure 4a ) after exposure to the flashes. This is useful if the differences between the effective lifetimes of the dissociated and associated states are small, as it maximizes the resolution between the two states. The disadvantage of method 1 is the possibility of incomplete randomization of Fe atoms throughout the silicon lattice. Method 1 was found to be satisfactory for samples with resistivities <1 Ω.cm. The second method used to dissociate the Fe i -B pairs involves exposing the sample to steady state illumination >200mW/cm 2 for 3mins, while the sample sits on a cold block of aluminium. The main advantage of this method is the guarantee of complete randomization of Fe atoms through the silicon lattice. The disadvantage is the inability to take data quickly after dissociation, as the sample must be loaded into the WCT-100 and return to thermal equilibrium (typically ~60s, as shown in figure 4b ) before data acquisition can begin. Method 2 was found to be necessary for samples with resistivities >1 Ω.cm, as in such cases the dopant atoms are further apart, and a greater degree of diffusion of the Fe atoms under illumination is required to fully randomise their distribution. 
Results and Discussion
The same methodology applied by Macdonald et al. [6] to extract  assoc from the effective lifetime exponential decay curves has been used in this paper. figure 3 . Figure 6 differs from the typical plots which link  assoc and N A , as the axis have been reversed. There are two good reasons for this. Firstly, the resulting expression will be predominately used to extract N A by measuring  assoc . Hence  assoc is the input. Secondly, the weighted linear regression only accounts for the y-axis errors, as the x-axis is assumed to be a known input. As the errors associated with  assoc are consistently between ±2-5%, while the errors in N A vary between ±1.5-11%, fitting the regression in this manner accounts for the largest source of uncertainty. Taking the slope of the fit from figure 6 and accounting for the known parameters, gives a prefactor of 5.7x10 5 cm -3 K -1 ±7%. The error in the new prefactor incorporates the temperature error,  final error and conductance error, and is based on linear fits through the upper and lower 95% confidence limits (±5.4%) shown in figure 6 , and the largest x-axis error bar (±4.7%). The new expression relating N A and  assoc is shown below. , the methodology used in this paper indicates that N A can be determined within 7% uncertainty. This would correspond to a temperature uncertainty of less than ±1K, and a paired lifetime standard deviation less than 1%. The new expression has reduced the uncertainty of N A derived from the repairing rate of Fe i -B pairs by approximately a factor of 3.
Conclusions
Carefully measured and analysed data has allowed a more accurate determination of the pre-factor used in the expression which relates the association time,  assoc , of Fe i -B pairs, to the acceptor concentration. The new pre-factor determined here (5.7x10 5 cm -3 K -1 ) should allow a more accurate modelling of the formation rate of Fe i -B pairs. This will benefit special applications of the equation, such as the measurement of boron concentrations in compensated silicon. The uncertainty of N A derived from this expression has been reduced from ±24% to ±7%.
